ASA Silver Medals will be presented to the following recipients at the Seattle meeting Plenary Session on 1 December 2021.

**Silver Medal in Animal Bioacoustics**

Peter M. Narins, University of California, Los Angeles

For contributions to the sound production, hearing and neuroethology of anuran amphibians

**Silver Medal in Biomedical Acoustics**

William D. O’Brien, University of Illinois

For contributions to ultrasound bioeffects, dosimetry, and quantitative tissue characterization

**Silver Medal in Noise**

Paul D. Schomer, Schomer & Associates

For contributions to the understanding of the sources and effects of noise and for leadership in national and international acoustical standards
Silver Medal in Psychological and Physiological Acoustics

Ruth Y. Litovsky, University of Wisconsin

For contributions to understanding binaural hearing and the perceptual consequences of providing bilateral cochlear implants

Silver Medal in Signal Processing in Acoustics

William Hodgkiss, Scripps Institution of Oceanography

For contributions to at-sea experimentation and ocean acoustics signal processing

Silver Medal in Speech Communication

Joanne L. Miller, Northeastern University

For contributions to the understanding of phonetic and lexical processing in speech perception

Pioneers of Underwater Acoustics Medal

Finn B. Jensen, SACLANT Undersea Research Centre

For contributions to ocean acoustic modeling and model data validation